Welcome to Mima Mounds NAP

Mima Mounds Natural Area Preserve is known around the world for its mounded landscape. The site was designated as a National Natural Landmark in 1966. These unusual and mysterious mounds are covered by beautiful prairie grassland with native wildflowers and bunch grasses.

Explore the interpretive center to learn about prairie ecology and Mima Mounds, and enjoy a walk around the loop trails.

Exceptional Places
Quality examples of Washington’s native grasslands, woodlands, marshes and more are protected in Natural Areas managed by the Department of Natural Resources (DNR). These special sites offer opportunities for research and education. Some have interpretive or recreation trails. Others require DNR permission to visit because features are sensitive to human disturbance.

For more information contact the DNR Natural Areas Program, Pacific Cascade Region at (360) 577-2025 | TTY 7-1-1 www.dnr.wa.gov